Agenda Item 4
Licensing Sub-Committee Report
Subject of hearing: PJ Star Ltd T/A Papa John’s Pizza, 413 Durnsford Road,
Wimbledon Park, SW19 8EE
Date: 3 August 2020
Time: 10.30am
Venue: Virtual Meeting
Special Policy Area (premises licences and club certificates)
1.1

The premises are not in the special policy area.

2.

Type of hearing and powers of the sub-committee

2.1

The sub-committee is required to determine the application by taking such of
the steps set out below as it considers necessary for the promotion of the
licensing objectives.

2.2

In making their determination the sub-committee must have regard to the
Licensing Act 2003, the licensing objectives, guidance issued by the
Secretary of State and Merton’s Licensing Policy.

2.3

New premises licence: s18
(i)

To grant the licence subject to conditions

(ii)

To exclude from the scope of the licence any of the licensable
activities to which the application relates

(iii)

To refuse to specify a person in the licence as the premises supervisor

(iv)

To reject the application.

3.

Hearing papers

3.1

The applications, notices and representations for determination by the subcommittee are contained in the hearing bundles together with any relevant
existing licence. This includes any documents which must be sent to any of
the parties to the hearing under Regulation 7(2) and Schedule 3 of The
Licensing Act 2003 (Hearings) Regulations 2005. This bundle has been
issued to all parties to the hearing.

4.

Legal advice to the sub-committee

4.1

A legal officer appointed by the Assistant Director of Corporate Governance
and Head of Legal Services will attend the hearing to advise the subcommittee on statutory provision and legal matters.

5.

Licensing Officer comments

5.1

This is an application for a new premises licence for an existing pizza
delivery and take-away premises.

5.2

The application is for the provision of late night refreshment.

5.3

Late night refreshment is the supply of above ambient air temperature food
after 11pm and until 5am the following morning.
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5.4

The applicant has applied for Sunday to Thursday 23:00 to 01:00 and Friday
& Saturday 23:00 to 02:00. On New Year’s Eve and New Year’s Day from
23:00 to 03:00.

5.5

The premises will be open to the public from 11:00 on each day until
authorisations cease.

5.6

There are some options for possible conditions in the operating schedule of
the application should you decide to grant this application.

For enquiries about this hearing please contact
Democratic Services
Civic Centre
London Road
Morden
SM4 5DX
Telephone: 020 8545 3357
Email: democratic.services@merton.gov.uk

Parties to the hearing
This document forms part of the notice of hearing.
The following are parties to the hearing having submitted relevant applications, notices
or representations under the statutory provisions indicated:
Applicant
PJ Star Ltd
Statutory Authorities
None
Interested Parties
Emer Bellis
David Clark Bell
Matthew Hewett
Eduardo Labaronnie
Edward Perks
Duncan and Renata Stupple

Josephine Bew
Helen Clark Bell
Mamiko Hogwood
Dr Michaela Lutz
Justin Shaw-Gray
Alexandra Wardle
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From: Emer Bellis
Sent: 21 June 2020 20:11
To: Licensing <Licensing@merton.gov.uk>
Subject: Fwd: Objection to late night refreshment licence for Papa John's Pi, 413 Durnsford Road

To Merton Council Licencing Office
I'm writing to notify you of my objections to the application for an extended opening hours
licence for Papa John's.
I live a few doors down from Papa John's, close enough to hear their kitchen extractor fan
from my bedroom at the front of the house, and am regularly disturbed by the revving of
multiple delivery motorbikes when trying to get to sleep at night. Extending opening hours
until one or two in the morning at weekends will make this problem worse.
I am an occasional customer of Papa John's and the other small restaurants or take-aways on
Durnsford Road nearly. None of the other takeaways cause the same noise nuisance.
I'm also aware of other problem issues around the premises, including overfilled bins which
are brought out through the alleyway to the end of Mount Road as Papa John's doesn't have a
side entrance. There is also cannabis smoking in the street close to the premises (i.e. on
Mount Road) on a regular basis and at various times of day.
I'm requesting that the application for extended opening hours be refused.
Thank you for your attention, and I look forward to your reply.
Yours faithfully
Emer Bellis (Mrs)
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From: Jo Stokes
Sent: 21 June 2020 20:19
To: Licensing <Licensing@merton.gov.uk>
Subject: Merton - Papa Johns late night licence application
To whom it may concern
I would like to object to the current application put forward by Papa John’s Pizza on 413 Durnsford
Road for a new premise license.
I am a local resident and I am concerned that the proposed late opening hours would likely lead to
public nuisance (Prevention of public nuisance) and potentially also to crime and disorder
(Prevention of crime and disorder).
Specifically, I am concerned about a worsening in noise pollution, disturbances and antisocial
behaviour. We already experience some noise disturbance and incidents of motorbikes revving their
engines in the vicinity of the establishment And racing up the road loudly late at night despite there
being road bumps. Furthermore, there is a problem with empty bottles being discarded onto the
pavement at the top of Mount Road and along the paths and walls down Mount Road. Many of the
local residents, myself included, have also observed that there is strong smell of cannabis emanating
from the premises and immediate vicinity, frequently and at different times of the day.
As you can imagine, this is already a nuisance and a public safety concern as the premises are at the
top of our residential road, and myself and many of my neighbours have young children. These
issues are having a detrimental impact on our local community.
We anticipate that with extended opening hours these problems will be made worse and lead to
disturbances into the small hours. I also worry that late opening would attract further antisocial and
criminal activity. We are a through-road for pedestrians so we already get a lot of vehicle break ins
and broken glass from alcohol bottles left outside our houses.
For these reasons I would strongly urge you to deny this application.
Yours sincerely,
Josephine Bew
Sent from my iPhone
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From: David Clark-Bell
Sent: 24 June 2020 12:27
To: Licensing <Licensing@merton.gov.uk>
Subject: Fwd: Papa Johns Durnsford Road

Dear licensing
I am writing as a local resident to Papa Johns Pizza at 413 Durnsford Road in relation to their
application for a new premises license for extended hours.
Papa Johns is already not a good neighbour to have and I am therefore concerned that the
additional proposed late opening hours would likely lead to increased public nuisance
(Prevention of public nuisance) and to an increase in crime and disorder (Prevention of crime
and disorder).
Specifically, I am concerned about a worsening in noise pollution, disturbances and antisocial
behaviour. We already experience some noise disturbance and incidents of motorbikes
revving their engines in the vicinity of the establishment. They accelerate down the street
exceeding the speed limit and 'jumping' over the speed humps and park their bikes directly
outside Papa Johns on the pavement. They regularly have no regard for pedestrians or other
vehicles when they are riding around. There is already a problem with empty bottles being
discarded onto the pavement at the top of Mount Road and there is often a very strong smell
of cannabis in the immediate vicinity, frequently and at different times of the day, but only
when they are open.
When the riders are challenged about their driving behaviour they are very aggressive and
rude in response. They clearly have no responsibility to the neighbourhood and the local
manager does not instill this in their staff.
The business also does not manage its waste well and we frequently have to walk past pizza
ingredient wrappers for cheese and tomatoes strewn across the pavement.
We have on numerous occasions phoned and visited to speak to the manager, we have also
written to Papa Johns Head Office to complain about their staff and waste management, but
over the years this has not resulted in any change in behaviour or acknowledgement of the
local impact on the neighbourhood. Their drivers have no regard for the local speed limits
and fequently endanger lives and property when they egress on and off the public foot path to
the road. Their drivers have nearly crashed into my car whilst I'm turning onto Mount Road
from Durnsford Road on several occasions and managment state they will deal with it but
never do.
This business is already a nuisance, a public safety concern and is not managed well. The
premises are at the end of our residential road that is busy during the day but quiet at night.
There are many young children living in the street and these issues are already having a
detrimental impact on our local community. There is no other late night license in this area
and this should not be used to set a precedent for other businesses to apply.
We anticipate that with extended opening hours these problems will be exacerbated and lead
to additional disturbances into the middle of the night and further waste issues, whilst
attracting further antisocial and potentially criminal (drug) activity.
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For these reasons I would strongly urge you to deny this application.
Yours sincerely
David
David Clark Bell
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From: Helen Clark Bell
Sent: 22 June 2020 22:00
To: Licensing <Licensing@merton.gov.uk>
Subject: Papa Johns Durnsford Road

Dear licensing
I am writing as a local resident to Papa Johns Pizza at 413 Durnsford Road in relation to their
application for a new premises license for extended hours.
Papa Johns is already not a good neighbour to have and I am therefore concerned that the
additional proposed late opening hours would likely lead to increased public nuisance
(Prevention of public nuisance) and to an increase in crime and disorder (Prevention of crime
and disorder).
Specifically, I am concerned about a worsening in noise pollution, disturbances and antisocial
behaviour. We already experience some noise disturbance and incidents of motorbikes
revving their engines in the vicinity of the establishment. They accelerate down the street
exceeding the speed limit and 'jumping' over the speed humps and park their bikes directly
outside Papa Johns on the pavement. They regularly have no regard for pedestrians or other
vehicles when they are riding around. There is already a problem with empty bottles being
discarded onto the pavement at the top of Mount Road and there is often a very strong smell
of cannabis in the immediate vicinity, frequently and at different times of the day, but only
when they are open.
When the riders are challenged about their driving behaviour they are very aggressive and
rude in response. They clearly have no responsibility to the neighbourhood and the local
manager does not instill this in their staff.
The business also does not manage its waste well and we frequently have to walk past pizza
ingredient wrappers for cheese and tomatoes strewn across the pavement.
We have on numerous occasions phoned and visited to speak to the manager, we have also
written to Papa Johns Head Office to complain about their staff and waste management, but
over the years this has not resulted in any change in behaviour or acknowledgement of the
local impact on the neighbourhood.
This business is already a nuisance, a public safety concern and is not managed well. The
premises are at the end of our residential road that is busy during the day but quiet at night.
There are many young children living in the street and these issues are already having a
detrimental impact on our local community. There is no other late night license in this area
and this should not be used to set a precedent for other businesses to apply.
We anticipate that with extended opening hours these problems will be exacerbated and lead
to additional disturbances into the middle of the night and further waste issues, whilst
attracting further antisocial and potentially criminal (drug) activity.
For these reasons I would strongly urge you to deny this application.
Yours sincerely
Helen
Helen Clark Bell
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From: Matthew Hewett
Sent: 24 June 2020 20:13
To: Licensing <Licensing@merton.gov.uk>
Subject: Papa John's Durnsford Road
Dear licensing
I am writing as a local resident to Papa Johns Pizza at 413 Durnsford Road in relation to their application
for a new premises license for extended hours.
Papa Johns is already not a good neighbour to have and I am therefore concerned that the additional
proposed late opening hours would likely lead to increased public nuisance (Prevention of public nuisance)
and to an increase in crime and disorder (Prevention of crime and disorder).
Specifically, I am concerned about a worsening in noise pollution, disturbances and antisocial behaviour.
We already experience some noise disturbance and incidents of motorbikes revving their engines in the
vicinity of the establishment. They accelerate down the street exceeding the speed limit and 'jumping' over
the speed humps and park their bikes directly outside Papa Johns on the pavement. They regularly have
no regard for pedestrians or other vehicles when they are riding around. There is already a problem with
empty bottles being discarded onto the pavement at the top of Mount Road and there is often a very strong
smell of cannabis in the immediate vicinity, frequently and at different times of the day, but only when they
are open.
When the riders are challenged about their driving behaviour they are very aggressive and rude in
response. They clearly have no responsibility to the neighbourhood and the local manager does not instill
this in their staff.
The business also does not manage its waste well and we frequently have to walk past pizza ingredient
wrappers for cheese and tomatoes strewn across the pavement.
This business is already a nuisance, a public safety concern and is not managed well. The premises are at
the end of our residential road that is busy during the day but quiet at night. There are many young children
living in the street and these issues are already having a detrimental impact on our local community. There
is no other late night license in this area and this should not be used to set a precedent for other
businesses to apply.
We anticipate that with extended opening hours these problems will be exacerbated and lead to additional
disturbances into the middle of the night and further waste issues, whilst attracting further antisocial and
potentially criminal (drug) activity.
For these reasons I would strongly urge you to deny this application.
Yours sincerely,
Matthew Hewett
Resident
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From: M Hogwood
Sent: 19 June 2020 17:59
To: Elizabeth Macdonald
Cc: Licensing <Licensing@merton.gov.uk>
Subject: Objection to Papa Johns licensing application/413 Durnsford Rd, Southfields, London SW19
8EE

Dear Ms MacDoland,
I would like to object the current Papa John (413 Durnsford Rd, Southfields, London SW19
8EE)'s licensing application; to extend their opening hours until 1 am every night with 2 am
Friday and Saturday,
I live at
, a 10 second walk from Papa John. Whilst Mount road
itself is a very family orientated neighbourhood, I am already concerned about the noise of
motorbikes, irresponsible young adults smoking marijuana and broken alcohol bottles being
left near Papa John.
We feel that the late opening hours will attract further antisocial, intoxicated and potentially
criminal activity, causing more noise, pollution, drunk people hanging out in the streets later
into the mornings.
As a proud resident of Wimbledon Park, I understand that it is in everyone's best interest to
recover the UK economy after the 3 months of lockdown, however, the negative
consequences is far greater by Papa John being open until 1 or 2 am.
For these reasons, I would like to ask you to carefully consider the fear and the anxiety that
the changes would create amongst the residents, and deny this application.
Thank you for your kind consideration.
Warm regards,
Mamiko Hogwood
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From: Ed Labaro
Sent: 20 June 2020 11:11
To: Licensing <Licensing@merton.gov.uk>; Elizabeth Macdonald
<Elizabeth.Macdonald@merton.gov.uk>
Subject: Application Ref WK/202002927

Dear Ms Macdonald
I am writing to oppose the granting of a new premises licence as per application reference
WK/202002927 on the premises located at 413 Durnsford Road, Wimbledon Park, London,
SW19 8EE
Extending the hours of operation will increase public nuisance as the noise produced by both
customers and operators will be extended until unreasonable hours in a predominantly
residential area (situation that was present before the opening of the business).
As a local resident we already have to navigate around the delivery vehicles that have little
respect for pedestrians, driving to and from the pavement as if they were on the road.
The addition of on and off alcohol sales will contribute further to the increase of public
nuisance. Until the premises opposite were demolished and boarded off, it was frequent the
gathering of people to smoke drugs.
Best regards,
Eduardo Labaronnie
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From: Michaela Lutz
Sent: 19 June 2020 14:51
To: Elizabeth Macdonald
Subject: WK/202002927 objection

Dear Ms Macdonald,
Please see my revised objection letter below.

To whom it may concern

I would like to object to the current application put forward by Papa John’s Pizza on 413
Durnsford Road for a new premise license.
I am a local resident and I am concerned that the proposed late opening hours would likely
lead to public nuisance (Prevention of public nuisance) and potentially also to crime and
disorder (Prevention of crime and disorder).
Specifically, I am concerned about a worsening in noise pollution, disturbances and antisocial
behaviour. We already experience some noise disturbance and incidents of motorbikes
revving their engines in the vicinity of the establishment. Furthermore, there is a problem
with empty bottles being discarded onto the pavement at the top of Mount Road. Many of the
local residents, myself included, have also observed that there is strong smell of cannabis
emanating from the premises and immediate vicinity, frequently and at different times of the
day.
As you can imagine, this is already a nuisance and a public safety concern as the premises are
at the top of our residential road, and myself and many of my neighbours have young
children. These issues are having a detrimental impact on our local community.
We anticipate that with extended opening hours these problems will be made worse and lead
to disturbances into the small hours. I also worry that late opening would attract further
antisocial and potentially criminal activity.
For these reasons I would strongly urge you to deny this application.

Yours sincerely
Dr Michaela Lutz
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From: Edward Perks
Sent: 19 June 2020 15:14
To: Elizabeth Macdonald <Elizabeth.Macdonald@merton.gov.uk>
Subject: Re: Licence application objection WK/202002927 -

My full address (inc postcode) is
Thank you Elizabeth,
Edward
From: Edward Perks
Sent: 17 June 2020 21:53
To: Licensing <Licensing@merton.gov.uk>
Subject: Licence application objection WK/202002927 -

Application WK/202002927
Dear Sir and Madam,
I object to the application by Papa John Pizza at 413 Durnsford Road for later opening hours (application
WK/202002927). I live with my family, including three young children (all under the age of 9) less than 50 metres
from the premises, on
. My objections to this application are:






the shop have several motorbikes and cars for deliveries. All of the motorbikes have learner plates and
drive straight off the road, across the pavement to park immediately in front of the shop. These vehicles
make a lot of noise, especially the bikes and are a hazard to pedestrians. At the moment we can hear
them loudly revving engines and accelerating away until 11pm - we do not want that to be any later.
the drivers of the vehicles and staff of the shop take their breaks outside the premises, often smoking
and talking loudly. Again, we do not want this going on any later while our children are sleeping.
the commercial waste bins round the side of the premises (on the south side of Mount Road) often
overflow or have Papa Johns branded litter around them. This is blown down the street. Increased
opening hours could only make this worse - more waste and more careless disposal later at night,
earlier in the morning.

If you would like any further information I would be happy to help.
Kind regards, Edward Perks
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From: justin shaw-gray
Sent: 23 June 2020 15:00
To: Licensing <Licensing@merton.gov.uk>
Subject: Papa Johns Durnsford Road: Licence Application

To whom it may concern,
Please can you ensure that the licence application for Papa Johns to extend their hours is not
granted.
We, as well the other residents are strongly against this for the following reasons:
- This is residential area and majority of the homes have families with children.
- Papa Johns attracts crowds at night that are loud, drunk and unsociable.
- It encourages drug use around the facility
- There is often broken glass and remains of cigarettes and drugs outside the shop.
- The litter it produces and it’s customers is unacceptable. The council has admitted on
several occasions that the litter on Mount Road is unacceptable.
- The Papa Johns delivery scooters rev their engines and speed down the road waking
sleeping children and no doubt care workers.
- They park their cars on the pavement illegally, blocking the pavement. The elderly and and
people with prams often have to go on the road to avoid the cars.
- All in all, it is a hub of anti social behaviour and the if the licence is extended, it will get
worse and will ultimately increase crime and the chance of someone being hurt.
If you would like more information, please let me know.
Thanks
Justin Shaw-Gray
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-----Original Message----From: Renata Stupple
Sent: 21 June 2020 18:43
To: Licensing <Licensing@merton.gov.uk>
Subject: Papa Johns opposition
Good evening
I am writing to register my opposition to Papa Johns and their noisy scooter riders from extending
their opening hours on Durnsford road.
It is a noisy sociable place of work and the riders can be heard on surrounding streetS as their holler
at each other between deliveries without consideration for neighbours. Sometimes parking up
opposite our house for long conversations.
With young children and long working hours we and our neighbours appeal to the council To
maintain the 11pm end to their operating hours and noise pollution.
Kind regards
Duncan and Renata Stupple

-----Original Message----From: Renata Stupple
Sent: 22 June 2020 22:00
To: Licensing <Licensing@merton.gov.uk>
Subject: Re: Papa Johns opposition
By the way, they are easy to identify given the green box on the back of each moped that goes
passed our house and end ofnour road, please respect the 11pm-7am quiet time of this residential
area.
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From: Alexandra Wardle
Sent: 22 June 2020 14:30
To: Licensing <Licensing@merton.gov.uk>
Subject: New premise license - Papa John’s Pizza on 413 Durnsford Road

To whom it may concern
I would like to object to the current application put forward by Papa John’s Pizza on 413
Durnsford Road for a new premise license.
I am a local resident and I am concerned that the proposed late opening hours would likely
lead to public nuisance (Prevention of public nuisance) and potentially also to crime and
disorder (Prevention of crime and disorder).
Specifically, I am concerned about a worsening in noise pollution, disturbances and antisocial
behaviour. We already experience some noise disturbance and incidents of motorbikes
revving their engines in the vicinity of the establishment. Furthermore, there is a problem
with empty bottles being discarded onto the pavement at the top of Mount Road. Many of the
local residents, myself included, have also observed that there is a strong smell of cannabis
emanating from the premises and immediate vicinity, frequently and at different times of the
day. There are also frequent deliveries at antisocial hours which disturb us.
As you can imagine, this is already a nuisance and a public safety concern as the premises are
at the top of our residential road, and myself and many of my neighbours have young
children. These issues are having a detrimental impact on our local community.

We anticipate that with extended opening hours these problems will be made worse and lead
to disturbances into the small hours. I also worry that late opening would attract further
antisocial and potentially criminal activity.

For these reasons I would strongly urge you to deny this application.

Yours sincerely
Alexandra Wardle
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